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Dear Sir/Madam,
Re: Public Consultation on the Oil & Gas UK Proposal to amend the Gas Network
Codes CAM and BAL to retain the UK Gas Day
We welcome the opportunity to respond to this consultation, which is made on behalf of
National Grid Gas plc (NGG), in its role as owner and operator of the Gas National
Transmission System in Great Britain (“National Grid NTS”).
As the GB Transmission System Operator (TSO) we are a member of the European Network
of Transmission System Operators for Gas (ENTSOG). ENTSOG has submitted a response
to this consultation which we have reviewed and contributed to. We support ENTSOG’s
position which opposes further consideration of the Oil & Gas UK amendment proposal by
ACER. However, as the outcome of this amendment proposal may directly impact our
national EU Network Codes implementation plan, we wish to provide some additional detail
as to why we oppose further consideration of this amendment proposal.
Please find our response to the consultation questions overleaf. Should you have any
queries on this response please contact

Yours faithfully,
[by email]
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It is unclear what the timescales would be for this proposed amendment to complete
comitology and be implemented, though we firmly expect that this will not be possible
in time to avoid implementation of the 05:00-05:00 UTC gas day on 1 October 2015.
Therefore, it is essential that National Grid and all other downstream parties,
including Distribution Networks and Shippers, are not distracted by the existence of
this proposed amendment from continuing with their plans and expenditure for
implementing the revised gas day in order to facilitate compliance with the CAM and
BAL codes this year.



If the proposed amendment were to be implemented, and therefore avoid costs on
the upstream industry, it would have the opposite effect on all downstream parties by
placing additional costs on them to reverse the gas day change. There would also be
further costs associated with developing revised EU Network Code rules and
commercial arrangements (capacity matching, nominations, allocations) with adjacent
TSOs to manage the interface between two different gas days, whether at the
Interconnection Points or via a commercial interconnector service as proposed by Oil
& Gas UK.



Even if the comitology process could be completed in a few months, we do not
believe it would be possible to develop and implement the necessary revised
arrangements described above in time to avoid changing the gas day in October
2015. In addition, there is already insufficient time for us to remove the gas day
change from our EU Network Code implementation plans without adversely affecting
the delivery of the other components of the BAL and CAM codes in compliance
timescales.

